1. @AlertNet Thank you. Your updates were very good too. 23 minutes ago via Echofon in reply to AlertNet
   ○ Reply
   ○ Retweet

2. But how does info viz of elections contribute to accountability and democratic governance in Afghanistan? #iccm10 Causal lacuna. about 3 hours ago via Twitter for iPad
   ○ Reply
   ○ Retweet

3. @emjacobi Gives excellent examples of mobilizing local volunteers to document human rights abuse in Myanmar #ICCM10 about 3 hours ago via TweetDeck Retweeted by ict4peace
   ○ Reply
   ○ Retweet

4. meowtree
   .@emjacobi is talking about hi and lo-tech work in
Myanmar via @digidem. Working on digital literacy & how to circumvent censors. #iccm10 about 3 hours ago via HootSuite Retweeted by ict4peace and 1 other

5. Felt Swift River ignite talk did not do justice to how powerful and innovative it really is. #iccm10 about 3 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

6. We heart Groundtruth's Map Kibera initiative. Compelling use of tech for #social good #iccm10 about 3 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

7. When will mobiles be used to leverage cognitive surplus? Xbox Live, PS4s et al only in 1st world. Rest of us would also love to help #iccm10 about 3 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

8. Tech solutions, however innovative, that lock users and data to single company or product are bad. #iccm10 about 3 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

9. schuyler

All these web-based tools for crisis relief are great, except for the part where ’Net access *never* works well in a disaster area. #iccm10 about 3 hours ago via web Retweeted by ict4peace and 4 others

10. CrisisMappers

Our mandate is to harness innovation to protect the vulnerable Robert Kilpatrick @UNGlobalPulse #ICCM10 about 3 hours ago via mobile web Retweeted by ict4peace and 1 other

11. Errr.. Telephone towers will NOT be always available post-disaster. #iccm10 #fail BUT often now first infrastructure to be resurrected. about 4 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

12. ICT4Peace Foundation CiM wikis e.g. Of curated information wiki.ict4peace.org #iccm10 about 4 hours
Surprisingly everyone seems to believe crowdsourcing is good, and is only used for good. Context, content, creator, consumer absent #iccm10 about 4 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

Noula keynote address ends on excellent note, emphasizing people and dignity over tech. #iccm10 about 5 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

@rgkirkpatrick UN CITO led CiM plus SG mandated GlobalPulse leadership critical in this regard. about 5 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville in reply to rgkirkpatrick

There will always be emergent point solutions in crises. We need a common language, APIs and data standards to fuse efforts! #ICCM10 about 5 hours ago via TweetDeck Retweeted by ict4peace and 7 others

Met inspiring Adele Waugaman from UN Foundation for first time though for years in touch electronically. Power of #iccm10 @adelemarie about 5 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

Shared cab ride w/ creator of Noula project this morning. Very interesting person & platform. #iccm10 But is it another point solution? about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

Reminds me of post-tsunami ground situ “@crismappers: Very moving personal account by Kurt Jean-Charles (cont) http://tl.gd/69ong5 about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

great to hear from a true first responder, kurt jean-charles, #ICCM10 keynote speaker, Haitian resident, and life
saver. about 6 hours ago via TweetDeck Retweeted by ict4peace and 2 others
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

21. Spirit of community not competition is vital says UN CITO at #iccm10 include public awareness and support. about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

22. It's not just tech. Political will, UN, aid agencies, NGOs, Red Cross and others all important in CiM says UN CITO #iccm10 about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

23. UN CITO stresses credibility of crowd sourced information at #iccm10 Also says UN in open to new ideas in CiM. about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

24. UN CITO flags CiM strategy that @ict4peace is part of #iccm10 Flags dangers of 'point solutions'. about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

25. Tech4Dev

Dr. Choi, UN CITO: UN leveraging tech to confront difficult development challenges #ICCM10 about 6 hours ago via Netvibes official widget Retweeted by ict4peace
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

26. "wish more lives had been saved (in Haiti) because of emergency preparedness and info sharing” UN CITO at #iccm10 about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

27. @spangledrongo and it is why your voice is vital, necessary. about 6 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville_ in reply to spangledrongo
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

28. CrisisMappers

Our distinguished #ICCM10 speakers include Dr. Choi Soon-hong, Asst Sec'y General of the @UN & 1st Chief IT Officer http://bit.ly/cm0hpk about 6 hours ago via mobile web Retweeted by ict4peace and 4 others
  ○ Reply

- Name ICT4Peace Foundation
- Location Geneva, Switzerland
- Web http://www.ict4peace...
- Bio The ICT4Peace Foundation explores and champions the use of ICTs for crisis management, humanitarian aid and peacebuilding.
Retweet

29. paulcurrion

Updates from #ICCM10 are interesting, mainly because these are the same conversations we had 10 years ago, just with the word "social" added about 7 hours ago via web Retweeted by ict4peace

Reply
Retweet

30. Symbiotic? “@ PracticalRad: Does better data come from improved technology or more meaningful engagement of locals? #ICCM10” about 7 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

Reply
Retweet

31. AlertNet

information overload is completely overwhelming for people on ground making decisions in disaster- @ ICT4Peace Nigel Snod #ICCM10 #aid about 7 hours ago via HootSuite Retweeted by ict4peace and 2 others

Reply
Retweet


Reply
Retweet

33. Nigel Snod's ignite talk anchored to real world experience, reflects key challenges, avoids technocracy. Brilliant. #iccm10 about 7 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

Reply
Retweet

34. Did OCHA open up it's own datasets? Did they work with Sahana on health infrastructure mapping? #iccm10 about 7 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

Reply
Retweet

35. Is ESRI non-profit software available for those outside US, not registered 501(c)3 entities? #iccm10 about 7 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

Reply
Retweet

36. It's very clear in Ignite presentations who the new, innovative, dynamic folk are vs. Older (a bit) more rigid actors #iccm10 about 7 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

Reply
Retweet

37. gislio
Cool offline mapping solution from mapbox.com
@mapbox #ICCM10 about 7 hours ago via TweetDeck
Retweeted by ict4peace
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

38. meowtree

Great talk by @developmentseed, #iccm10 about 7 hours ago via HootSuite Retweeted by ict4peace
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

39. PracticalRad

International Conference on Crisis Mapping presenter links http://ow.ly/2MX9q #ICCM10 about 7 hours ago via HootSuite Retweeted by ict4peace and 2 others
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

40. Grassroots mapping and citizens mapping Ignite talk is truly inspirational. Nicely done. #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

41. A bigger disaster than Haiti, Pakistan had comparably little of this tech, volunteerism and focus. Why? #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

42. kcoettl

UN releases DRC report, listing 617 human rights violations. Anyone would like to map it (it's a 550p pdf file)? #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via HootSuite Retweeted by ict4peace
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

43. UNGlobalPulse

Real-time crisis SMS messages correlated with spatial distribution of structural damage - JRC's Christina Corban. Fantastic work. #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via TweetDeck Retweeted by ict4peace and 5 others
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

44. No recognition of (geo) politics and US strategic interests in use & availability of tech. Compare Haiti, Pakistan & Myanmar in '08. #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
  ○ Reply
  ○ Retweet

45.
Heard first cursory mention of ethics amidst overwhelmingly technocratic perspectives. Good. Need to flesh out. #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad

46. Can't help but think of all this tech, and the bloody dénouement of war without witness in Sri Lanka. Can #iccm10 help human rights too? about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

47. @gislio much is being done actually. Mapping of the crisis mapping needed?! #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad in reply to gislio

48. @gislio pretty much what we've been saying since the '05 tsunami :) #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville in reply to gislio

49. @gislio hard to discount fear of peer scrutiny plus financial implications from obdurate donors, inter Alia. But hope it happens! about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad in reply to gislio

50. @CrisisMappers indeed - safe space for this perhaps can be emphasized by you as organizers? about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad in reply to CrisisMappers

51. "people / victims don't talk data, they spark in terms of stories". Great observation. #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville

52. @gislio indeed. Same can be asked of all the tech displayed thus far? Should they be used by those on ground to be useful? :) about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad in reply to gislio

53. @gislio fear of open discussion on this stifles progress and learning? #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad in reply to gislio
54. Concerns in our report Haiti and Beyond are pertinent to recall during #iccm10 See http://j.mp/9nfTje about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
   - Reply
   - Retweet

55. http://twitpic.com/2tmpq0 - Ushahidi Haiti giving ignite talk at #iccm10. Recall our interactions on their Haiti Situation Room! about 8 hours ago via Twitter for BlackBerry®
   - Reply
   - Retweet

56. Concept of failing forward missing thus far from #iccm10. Everyone parading what worked, but more imp to know - what failed, why? about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
   - Reply
   - Retweet

57. http://twitpic.com/2tmn3s - Mapaction giving 1st ignite talk at #iccm10. Excellent. about 8 hours ago via Twitter for BlackBerry®
   - Reply
   - Retweet

58. The humility to recognize unmet needs of victims, and enduring trauma, oft missing from technocratic approach to crises. #iccm10 about 8 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
   - Reply
   - Retweet

59. AlertNet

Q+A: Crisis mappers look at Haiti lessons and beyond http://ow.ly/2MSmx #ICCM10 #crisismapping #disasters #aid (resending to fix #tag) about 9 hours ago via HootSuite Retweeted by ict4peace and 2 others
   - Reply
   - Retweet

60. Over 360 registered for #iccm10. Amazing. Bumping into old friends and new heavyweights. Sessions to begin soon. about 9 hours ago via Twitter for iPad from Tufts, Somerville
   - Reply
   - Retweet
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